
Have Your Say 
 
 
Introduction 
 
As a first step in public consultation for the Winsley Neighbourhood Plan 1500 
leaflets were delivered through the door of all dwellings in the Winsley 
neighbourhood in May 2013. Election bins for replies were placed in the Seven 
Stars pub, Hartley farm shop, and the Co-op shop on the Tyning estate. 
Respondents were also invited to reply by e-mail. The name and address of 
respondents was an option. 43 replies were anonymous with a total of 121 
leaflets returned. There were 23 e-mail responses. 
All respondents were invited to report three things they like best about living in 
Winsley and want to preserve, three things they don't like about living here and 
would like to change, three things they would like to see in our parish in the 
future and three things they would not like to see in our parish in the future. 
 
Analysis 
 
The comments received were recorded on an Excel spreadsheet using the four 
categories of response requested. 
Many comments were similar and we have therefore grouped them under broad 
headings as follows: 
 
1. Services and facilities. 
2. Environment 
3. Transport. 
4. Landscape and conservation. 
5. Planning, economy and housing. 
 
Under these headings the replies have been summarised whichever of the four 
question areas they are obtained from. 
 
 
Results 
 
Services and facilities 
 

 School, Shop/Post office, Surgery 
- Very popular  
- keen to protect these services. 
 Pub 
- Popular, warrants preservation 
- Could be more of a social hub 
 Village hall 



- Like the service and don’t want it to close 
- Requests for refurbishment or new building 
 Hartley Farm 
- Service well-liked 
- Do not want further expansion 
- Dislike of traffic generated. 
 Sports and activities 
- Majority of activities acceptable 
- Not enough for youths 
- Rugby club liked- some disapprove of noise 
- Tennis courts/basket ball courts/skate park/outside gym and village field 

for parish wanted 
- Preservation of bowls club 
 Community 
- Want greater community spirit  
- Street party praised  
- Annual village fate/Fireworks night/ may day/ pub activities/ Christmas 

concert  suggested 
- Youth involvement with council 
 Internet 
- Faster internet speed 
 Other 
- Would like recycling facility, benches around village and continuation of 

Weaver. 
 
 
- . 

Landscape and Conservation 
 
Green belt 
- Important and must be preserved. 
- Do not want development of Greenfield sites 
 Footpaths 
- Keep and maintain local rights of way for walking 
- Footpath repairs inadequate 
 Wind turbines 
- Unanimously against wind turbines and some dislike of large solar panels 

and phone masts. 
 Quarrying and fracking 
- Do not want 
 Potholes/Road surfaces 
- Need better maintenance of roads including grass verges 
- Preserve cobbles in Turleigh 

 
 



Environment 
 

 Peace and quiet enjoyed. 
- Parish considered a tranquil location 
 Rural location 
- Countryside appreciated 
- Not overly developed 
- Open spaces preferred 
 Community spirit 
- Quality enjoyed by a large number of parishioners 
 Particular dislike of: 
- Danger from cows 
- Dog mess 
- Overgrown vegetation 
- Traveller’s sites 
- Litter – more bins required 

 
 
Transport 
 

 Bus and train services 
- Huge support for bus service; needs to be retained 
- Bypass bus stop requested 
- Prices too high 
- Further shelters required 
- Continuation of Avon cliff station 
 Traffic Volume 
- Would like to see reduction in traffic through village 
- Do not want lorries following sat nav through village 
- Do not want incentives for non-residents to drive through village 
 Rat running 
- E.g. Dane Rise - access only 
 Speed 
- Dislike speeding 
- Reduction of speeding on bypass 
- Introduction of 20 mph zones 
- Speed bumps 
- A number of residents against these measures  
 Parking 
- Issues concerning parking on Winsley Hill, school and shop 
- Inconsiderate parking by fellow residents 
- Double yellow lines wanted (3); larger amount do not want them 

implemented (6) 
- Information on parking given in Weaver 



- Some feel there should be no restrictions and people should use common 
sense 

 Narrow pavements 
- Turleigh as an example 
- Such pavements unsafe for students going to St. Laurence 
 Street Lights 
- Request to be turned off at midnight – currently impractical 
 Road signs 
- 6 don’t want more, 4 dislike the lack of road signs 
 Bypass 
- Reduction in speed 
- Dangerous to pull out; designated turning lane into Tyning Road proposed 
- Safe crossing at roundabout towards BOA for students. 
- Foot bridge with disabled features to cross bypass for Hartley Farm and/or 

Rugby Club 
 Other 
- Better clearing of snow and ice 

 
Planning, Economy and Housing 
 

 Village size/development/mix 
- Size acceptable, would like to see more affordable housing 
- Do not want large housing developments or heavy industry 
- Rise in empty housing or landlord ownership 
- Infill or new estates but some more inclined rather than use of Greenfield 

sites 
 Other 
- Do not want  
- Further expansion of Dorothy House or Avon Park 
- More agricultural buildings 
- Trans national corporations (E.g. McDonald’s) to be kept out of parish 
- Remain a separate identity from Bradford-on-Avon 
- Do not want housing developments to be constructed towards Hartley 

 
Children's Responses 
 

 Community 
- Like Sporting facilities and local services 
-  Dislike the amount of litter and vandalism 
- Not enough shops 

 
 Peace and Quiet 
- Dislike noise generated by main road 
- Don’t want anymore roads or pollution.   

 



 Development 
- Don’t want huge developments 
- Would like: 
- Swimming pool 
- Bridge over main road 
- More allotments 
- Skate Park 
- Animal fields  
- Bigger park 

 
Summary 
 
Despite a rather small response from the parishioners there were several replies 
that gave a relatively clear indication of views common to many. Some were very 
useful points that could be addressed by modest funding e.g. road signs, 
potholes and dog fouling etc. while others point to longer term attitudes to 
planning and change e.g. preserving the green belt. 
 
The steering group will use these valuable replies to move towards a more 
detailed appraisal using the help of co-opted helpers from the activities involved 
and guidance from planning experts.  
 
 
 
 


